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Rickreall Watershed Council 
580 Main Street, Suite A 

Dallas, OR 97338 
503-623-9680 ext. 104 

rickreallwc@hotmail.com 

Rickreall Watershed Council (RWC) 
Meeting Minutes – July 23, 2015 

 
This Rickreall Watershed Council meeting was held July 23, 2015 at 1:00 pm in the Delbert Hunter 
Arboretum House, Dallas City Park, Dallas, OR. 
 
PRESENT: Lucas Hunt (Coordinator); Jenniffer Bakke (Hancock), Dale Derouin; Jason Dunkin (Polk 
Co. Sportsman’s Club); Scott Snedaker (BLM); Nancy Heuler (Secretary), Kenn Carter (Past Chair). 
Guest: Mary Anne Sohlstrom. 
 
CALL TO ORDER: 1:05 pm 
 
PUBLIC COMMENTS/ANNOUNCEMENTS: Introductions, meet and greet bookkeeping candidate, 
Mary Anne Sohlstrom. 

• Background: Lives in NE Salem. Office work in lumber industry-1970’s-80’s. Office manager 
for Wetlands Conservancy-1993-2014. Beginning in 2003, trained on Quickbooks Pro under an 
accountant. When Wetlands Conservancy moved to Portland last year, she quit and is looking to 
obtain small contract bookkeeping jobs, preferably for non-profits. She has experience managing 
the financial end of OWEB and DSL grants. She worked with the WC Land Steward on keeping 
project grant work on track. She also did other office manager work, such as employee 
paperwork and orientations and special event financials. She said it’s easy to customize reports 
in Quickbooks. (Our current fiscal agent and SWCD uses Quickbooks.) Ken Bierly also 
recommended her. She also does the books for the Oregon Birding Association and an HOA. 

• Fee discussion:  Hunt said that RWC and Glenn Gibson prefer to keep the fee to under 5% of the 
total grant.  Cascade Pacific would charge 10%.  Our current fiscal agent charges hourly 
($15/hour), not to exceed 5% of the grant. For the Council Support grant, he charged about 10 
hours/quarter. For other grants, e.g. 2-year small grant rock placement, work progresses in a 
different time frame. Small grants are under $10,000. Larger grants could be more involved and 
probably would entail a contract addendum. At the WC, she developed a spreadsheet to keep 
track of each grant’s budget and income/expenses, each with its individual Quickbooks file. She 
also kept a master sheet to give an overview of all the grants with total grant, total expense to 
date, etc.  

 
TREASURER REPORT:  Attachments C1, C2 (July expenditure tracking sheet with remaining 
balances. Invoices from Mid-Willamette Watershed Alliance (fiscal admin) and Polk SWCD coordinator 
services/operations).   
 

• Hunt:  MOA (required by  OWEB) with Glenn Gibson has transferred money to cover our 
“overexpended” figure of $4,337.89. MOA is a way to divide up the OWEB funds, which are 
awarded to RWC only, as it is a legal entity and GG isn’t. RWC is a business corporation 
($100/yr) and also has the non-profit Rickreall Watershed Foundation. GG is unincorporated. 
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Mary Anne said we can incorporate as a non-profit. Mary Anne recommended checking the 
relevant sections of The Nonprofit Handbook, which Hunt has in the office, to clarify what type 
of incorporation is necessary.  She said incorporating as a non-profit is not that difficult.  

• RWC June/ July Coordinator salary and Final Report hours will be paid by GG, as they had 
money left over from their coordinator budget. $4,033.90 is left over from the OWEB 
Coordinator services/ operations grant which has to be returned at the end of July (7 days away). 
Any contract and billing would have to be done by the end of July and first approved by GG. 
Bakke suggested using the money for website design.  Hunt said he could contact Online 
Northwest, which did the District’s webpage and included lifetime hosting.   

• Carter asked about the MOA (Attachment E), questioning the phrase about cooperating to 
obtain the services of a common Coordinator. GG would be contracting with the District for 
Coordinator services, which would make Hunt’s Coordinator job half-time instead of quarter-
time. A draft contract is Attachment F 1-5.  

 
BUDGET: Attachment D -Two-year Operations & Coordinator Budget from the OWEB Capacity 
grant broken into four options for a fiscal agent fee: no fee, 3%, 5%, 10%.  It includes Hunt at half-time. 
At 5%, the fiscal agent fee averages $167.19 per month, or $16.72/ hour.  
 
Carter asked if there was a difference between a bookkeeper and a fiscal agent in OWEB’s eyes. We 
now contract with Mid-Willamette Watershed Alliance, which is a separate non-profit that employs Jim 
Castle and also holds and disburses our funds. With a bookkeeper, we would have to open our own bank 
account to hold the OWEB money. Mary Anne suggested having at least two authorized signers for 
checks. She said there are different ways to incorporate: 501c13 and 501c3. Currently, RWC is 
incorporated as a domestic business but Mary Anne suggested incorporating as a non-profit (501c13) 
instead. Derouin mentioned that the 501 statuses are all federal tax designations attached to an existing 
corporations, depending on what the corporation wants to do, e.g. receive donations, influence politics, 
etc. Our incorporation was done within the State of Oregon laws. We are not a 501c3 but he assumes we 
were incorporated within Oregon as a non-profit (business?) corporation.  Hunt has the incorporation 
documents in the office, which would say what type RWC is. Carter said the County’s attorney did the 
documents for the Foundation.  
Summary: We need to get the legal entity piece straightened out for bookkeeping.  
 
Hunt has already submitted the budget to Courtney at OWEB, under the assumption that we are going 
ahead with the RWC-GG merger.  Carter suggested that a small committee of Bakke, Hunt do the 
negotiating with Mary Anne about a contract. Mary Anne agreed and requested a job description 
detailing tasks rather than just dollars per hour or x dollars per month. Bakke said she, Hunt and Ken 
Bierly could work that up and send a proposal back to her. Carter requested this be emailed to the 
Council when it is settled, rather than waiting until the next meeting.  
 
Attachment H: Scope of Work for new biennium. Details where the operational support money goes 
to the District.  Attachment G details the same thing for the last biennium, for comparison. Having GG 
also with the District will result in savings to GG operational costs.  
 
Mary Anne left at this point with the understanding that Hunt will be contacting her for further 
negotiations. 
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The MOA (Attachment E) between RWC and GG has not been signed by Hunt yet. It is to take place 
as of August 1. The agreement covers just the Capacity Grant for the coming biennium, not project 
grants. Project grants will have a separate agreement with the District. The MOA was drafted by Ken 
Bierly with the advice of Courtney from OWEB. It includes having a common coordinator and a 
common fiscal agent and leaves it open to more future integration if desired. Carter suggested that the 
two chairs get together a couple of times a year to go over work plans so that everybody feels that 
they’re getting their fair share of resources and time. Heuler asked if the cost of writing a grant comes 
out of the coordinator services or the project money. Answer: either way. Bakke asked how do we make 
sure Hunt is compensated adequately for extra work entailing overtime?  Option: get consultants to take 
up extra work, such as managing a grant.  There is also the possibility of eventually merging with an 
larger watershed council.  
 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Attachments A & B – May and June minutes approved with one 
correction to the June minutes by Dunkin (removed some of the fish trap bars, not all of them). Heuler 
will begin emailing the draft minutes to everyone for corrections rather than waiting until the next 
meeting for review. 
 
BUDGET APPROVAL: (Attachment D). At 10% fiscal fee, we would have to add more money for 
operational support. At 5% we could still earmark money for mileage, conference attendance, etc. Board 
felt that 5% was a reasonable fee. 

 
COORDINATOR REPORT: 

 
• USFS Hebo District Canyon Creek meeting: Hunt met with the USFS Hebo Ranger District to 

discuss potential project work on Canyon Creek, including some log work. Hunt will send out an 
email to those affected to schedule a site visit. Bakke requested that he include Peter Stone, 
Hancock Operations Forester. USFS will be sending updated map layers to Hunt – the County 
layers are inaccurate. O&C (Oregon and California Railroad Revested Lands) lands were 
mislabeled in some places. There is also a Stewardship Group that administers USFS KV funds 
that could be used for directional felling or other restoration projects. KV funds are set aside 
from USFS timber sales to do repair and restoration (e.g. replacing culverts).  The Stewardship 
Group proposes and administers these projects for the USFS. Some of these sales have come 
from the Rickreall watershed and should be disbursed back for watershed improvements but it 
hasn’t yet. 

  
• Skid Creek sand & gravel small grant: Bakke hasn’t heard anything on the ODF permitting yet. 

Hunt will get ahold of him and email her if he doesn’t hear anything about it. 
 

• Temperature monitoring: Bakke said Hancock approved purchase of 10 Hobo brand gauges for 
the RWC temperature monitoring project. (They will be buying 10 more for Hancock for use 
elsewhere.) This will measure summer temperatures annually. Hunt mentioned Tempy Turtles or 
some other device to keep them in place in the stream. Carter said it’s time consuming to keep  
checking on them to keep them in place by various means such as cables. Discussion about 
whether hooking them to a rock is a good idea.  Bakke would like to see if they could be put 
where they were in 1997-2000.  Hancock has binders with the summary graphs but Bakke 
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doesn’t know if location records were kept. Snedaker said photos should have been taken of each 
spot or a diagram should have been made. There is tabular data on the computer also. The 
purpose of the study is to see how the RWC enhancement projects in the Upper Rickreall could 
be impacting the temperature downstream from the reservoir by adding more cold water to the 
reservoir. That cold water could theoretically sink to the bottom and then be released 
downstream through the dam. Temperature data that confirmed this process would strengthen 
our OWEB grant applications, as presently it is mainly a theory. An OWEB reviewer suggested 
that we incorporate this data.  Over time, we should be able to see temperature improvements as 
we add more wood but we need to monitor it to know for sure. Hunt: In the future we might want 
to look at expanding the monitoring to some of the tributaries. Luckiamute WC is pursuing a 
grant to use temperature monitoring to decide where to increase shade vegetation. Hunt still has 
to draw up a proposal for the project. Bakke said Hancock has concerns about who owns the data 
and who is going to use it and how it will be interpreted. Included in the proposal should be a 
description of the intent, as well as who will house and analyze the data. Hancock would like to 
see it before it gets provided to any outside agencies.  

• Kenn Carter gave a quick recap about the City’s interest in temperature monitoring. DEQ has 
come up with a more rigorous temperature standard that is more difficult for wastewater 
treatment facilities to comply with. It allows no more than a 0.3 degree increase in the 7Q10 
(warmest ten days of summer) flow from a baseline of the coldest 10 days of flow.  It was 
approved by the legislature and is now law. The City would like to come up with trading 
scenarios to demonstrate they are improving the temperature in the creek. One of the ideas is to 
move rock from the reservoir to the creek to create narrower channels that could be shaded more. 
Sand/gravel bars in the creek could support willows, etc. The City is still waiting for a permit 
from DEQ. Sometime around August 11, a DEQ representative involved in the credit trading 
program will be coming to look at the watershed. Carter suggested that Hunt come along. Hunt 
will be out of town from August 11th – 20th but Carter will check with the DEQ person’s 
schedule and see if they can schedule a good date. In a few years, it’s likely the City will have its 
own temperature monitoring program associated with this issue. They might be interested in 
getting involved in the RWC monitoring to use toward credits. Snedaker suggested that any 
gravel enhancement also incorporate really big rocks to hold the gravel in place. If DEQ 
approves of this approach it will be written into a step-by-step 5-year compliance schedule. The 
first step (1-2 years?) would be design work only with the physical work following. If the City 
project worked to lower creek temperature, it could also strengthen RWC’s arguments with 
OWEB grants. An OSU professor has been studying gravel augmentation and transport on the 
Clackamas River. Carter said he could find out the professor’s name. The City wants to get the 
permit renewed so they can build a reclaimed water system to irrigate parks and ball fields (water 
that is currently coming from the creek). Snedaker mentioned that there is a Watershed 
Resources Department grant program for water development (ORWD Water Supply 
Development Account).  The reclaimed water project might be a fit for a cost-share grant from 
this. Carter said that DEQ also has money for this type of project. Snedaker said he would send 
Carter the website address.  

 
• Annual and Final Reports:  Hunt is working on submitting the reports and will email them for 

review, along with any grant agreements that need Council approval.  
 

• Steelhead correspondence NOAA/NMFS:  Postponed until next board meeting. 
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• Fall OFRI Tour: Postponed. 

 
• Fish Trap/ Screw Trap:  Bakke still needs to talk to Peter Stone about temporarily storing the fish 

trap bars. Snedaker said he has the loan of a screw trap from Medford that needs repair (about 
$1,000) that he could loan to RWC. As is, it’s worth about $10-12K. New it’s about $15-20K.  
He needs a conversation among Snedaker, Hunt, Hancock, ODF&W on where to put it and who 
is to operate it. It would be used below the reservoir for juvenile out-migrants (Coho, steelhead, 
etc.). It requires at least an 8’x20’ split pool three feet deep with a good funnel of water to its 
face. Dunkin said he knows of a spot like that.  

• Knotweed on Rickreall Creek:  Hunt and the two interns spotted a Japanese knotweed population 
south of Fir Villa on private land in the riparian area and a couple of others in Dallas not in the 
riparian area. He will look into getting them treated. So far they have scouted from Fir Villa 
south to Bowersville (wastewater treatment plant), to Morrow Road to Fir Villa north. He should 
have another update in August on what they’ve found. Control is with repeated yearly spraying 
or injection with Imazapyr. This qualifies as “expanding our capacity” under OWEB guidelines.  

 
 
MEMBER REPORTS:  
  
City of Dallas Fish Pillow – Gilson absent:  Nothing to report- Gilson is too busy to work on it now. 
Hunt will contact ODF&W and tell them we’ll be looking at it for next summer instead of this summer. 
ODF&W is still interested. 
 
Hancock- Bakke: Nothing to report. 
 
Drought and Water Rights:  Kenn Carter reported that the Watermaster has cut off Rickreall Creek water 
intake for rights dated later than 1970 and is looking to expand it to 1963 rights next week. He is also 
looking at the considerable number illegal withdrawals downstream from the District office past Fir 
Villa. Dunkin reported that the river was dry from Oak Knoll to the mouth.  
 
BLM – Snedaker :  BLM hasn’t gotten any comments on it’s new proposed management plan. Deadline 
is July 24.  There is more to talk about that can be put off until next month.  Remind the BLM 
hydrologist, Steve Wagner, to put the Skid Creek weir in. The project is waiting on an ODF permit 
through their new online reporting system. Hunt and Bakke need to figure out how they are going to 
adapt to the new reporting system. Discussion ensued about whether we need a Forest Operations 
permit, a fire season waiver or just a notification because we’re not removing any trees.  Hunt will call 
Dave Thompson about who can sign it and whether the landowner’s (Hancock’s)  signature is needed. 
Hunt will email Dunkin about the deadline of the grant. 
 
Polk Co. Sportsmen’s Club – Dunkin: A decision still needs to be made about what to do about the fish 
trap. 
 
Glenn-Gibson WC:  See above discussion about the MOA and Agreement for Coordinator Services 
contract (Attachments E and F). The contract is the same as last year’s.  Hunt requested that Council 




